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Educational Analysis:  

A Teaching Philosophy for the Flipped Classroom 
1. Introduction 

a. This investigation develops a teaching philosophy for the flipped classroom and the digital 

age based on the constructivist model of learning and modern conflict theory from 

psychoanalysis.   

2. Exposition in the Digital Age 

a. In the digital age exposition can often be delivered more effectively and conveniently 

through online video where students have an unlimited ability to pause and rewind the 

delivery of content.  The online video can be more interactive than on-campus lectures.       

3. Overcoming Obstacles in Understanding 

a. What is the role of the professor in the digital age? Answering the questions of students and 

helping them overcome obstacles in their understanding of the material can become the 

primary focus of instructors.  This is something that humans can do better than MOOCs, 

Software Programs, and Documentaries.  It is also a practice that can utilize many of the 

skills instructors already use. 

4. The Constructivist Model of Learning  

a. John Dewey, Philosophy; Jean Piaget, Psychology.  In the constructivist model of learning 

knowledge is constructed and evolves through discussion and self-reflection.  Instructors 

answer students’ questions by engaging in a discussion with them that helps the students 

fully understand a concept or topic.  Through this dialogue the instructor can also identify 

and address areas of student weakness. 

i. The Importance of the background and culture of the learner. 

ii. The responsibility for the learner 

iii. The role of the instructor as facilitator rather than lecturer. 

iv. The Harkness Discussion Method 

b. Criticisms 

i. Unguided discovery: “After a half century of advocacy associated with instruction 

using minimal guidance, there appears no body of research supporting the 

technique. In so far as there is any evidence from controlled studies, it almost 

uniformly supports direct, strong instructional guidance rather constructivist-based 

minimal guidance during the instruction of novice to intermediate learners. Even for 

students with considerable prior knowledge, strong guidance while learning is most 

often found to be equally effective as unguided approaches. Not only is unguided 

instruction normally less effective; there is also evidence that it may have negative 

results when student acquire misconceptions or incomplete or disorganized 

knowledge.” 
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— Why Minimal Guidance During Instruction Does Not Work: An Analysis of the 

Failure of Constructivist, Discovery, Problem-Based, Experiential, and Inquiry-Based 

Teaching by Kirschner, Sweller, Clark   

ii. Unguided discovery not good for Novices.   

iii. Guided Discovery vs. Pure Discovery Mayer (2004) 

5. Modern Conflict Theory 

a. Analyzes conflicts in terms of conscious and unconscious desires and emotions and defense 

operations that prevent some aspects of their operation from becoming conscious.  Healthy 

or adaptive functioning is determined primarily by resolutions of conflict. A central goal of 

modern conflict-theory is to alter the balance of the conflict by making the less adaptive 

solutions, or compromise formations, conscious so that they can be rethought and more 

adaptive solutions can discovered and utilized.   

i. Obstacles in the learning process can be analyzed using modern conflict theory.  The 

goal can be to alter the balance of the conflict by making the less adaptive solutions 

conscious so that more adaptive solutions can be discovered and utilized.       

6. Analytic Constructivism   

a. Combines a constructivist theory of learning that focuses on guided discovery with modern 

conflict theory from psychoanalysis.   

b. The Role of the Instructor 

i. The role of the instructor as expert is not ignored.   

1. The background and culture of the learner is also respected; you do not 

have to ignore the expertise of the instructor to do this.    

ii. Guided discovery through dialogue rather than pure discovery. 

c. Modern Conflict Theory 

i. Used by instructor and students to overcome unconscious conflicts in the learning 

process.  

7. Education Analysis 

a. A teaching philosophy based on applying the analytic constructivist learning model to the 

flipped classroom, and teaching in the digital age.    

b. Enhanced Interaction 

i. The serial approach to attendance in the flipped serial seminar course and the five 

student size of the conferences increases the interaction between the student and 

the teacher during the contact hours by 500%: 10 minutes can be devoted to each 

student in a 50 minute period as opposed to 2 minutes in a standard class of 25 

students.  This increased interaction enhances an instructors’ ability to foster 

learning through dialogue, as described in the constructivist model of learning.  It 

also enhances the ability of instructors to discover through dialogue conflicts in the 

learning process and explore more adaptive solutions.    

c. Pre-conference assessments and Digital Learning Programs 

i. A digital learning program or an assessment or assignment of some kind can provide 

the instructor insights into the limits of the students understanding of the material.  

The results of this assessment can be used by the instructor to guide the discussion 
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during each conference so that it is used efficiently to take students to a higher level 

in the understanding of the material.   

d.  Conferences 

i. Answering questions with questions 

1. In the constructivist approach questions are answered through dialogue so 

that the instructor can get a better idea of the limits in the student’s 

understanding of the material.  The instructor does not assume that the 

students know what they don’t know.   

2. In the constructivist approach instructors answer questions with dialogue so 

that students can learn how to answer the questions themselves in the 

future.  In the Platonic dialogue the Meno, Socrates does not tell the slave 

boy the Pythagorean theorem; he shows the slave boy how to deduce it 

himself through a series of questions.  This is a model for the constructivist 

approach to teaching used in educational analysis. 

3. Instructors using educational analysis will use modern conflict theory to 

address educational conflicts.  Instructors answer questions with dialogue 

so they can get a better understanding why the student needed to ask the 

question.  This inability to learn can be interpreted as an educational or 

psychological conflict that has an origin that can be traced through dialogue 

and assessments.  Discovering the origin can enable the instructor to 

suggest or develop more adaptive ways of overcoming the conflict: course 

materials can be altered; support can be provided at different places and in 

different ways; alternative study strategies can be suggested.  This type of 

analysis can be particularly important in cases where there are patterns of 

problems that emerge for individuals or for whole classes. 

a. The unconscious here refers to those aspects of the learning 

process that are not conscious to the instructor or the student: an 

instructor might not know that a PowerPoint presentation is not 

working; a student might not know where the video of the class 

discussion can be found or that one exists.  Through discussion 

these conflicts can be brought to light and adaptive solutions can be 

considered.   

b. By focusing the dialogue in this direction, the instructor can make 

improving the learning process a fundamental part of the process 

itself.       

ii. Escalating Questions 

1. The questions can proceed up Bloom’s taxonomy of understanding as the 

students in the conference demonstrate competence at each level: 

remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. 

iii. Analytic Constructivists Groups 

1. The instructor can tell groups at the outsight to watch his or her approach 

to answering questions using the approach outlined above because they will 
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eventually be asked to answer their fellow student’s questions in a similar 

manner.  This can occur when the instructor feels it is needed or that the 

students are ready.  The goal is to have the groups functioning in the second 

half of the semester as small units that help themselves learn using the 

constructivist approach. 

iv. Motivation 

1. Reassuring Narrative 

a. Psychological research has demonstrated the extraordinary power 

of “story editing” or providing students a “reassuring narrative” (See 

“Revising your story,” Kirsten Weir, American Psychological 

Association, March 2012, vol. 43, no. 3).  Providing students a 

reassuring narrative is another important role instructors can play in 

our digital age. 

2. Love of Subject 

a. The instructor’s love of his or her own subject can be contagious 

and it can serve as one of the great motivating factors for students.   

e. Role of Instructor 

i. Neither the sage on the stage or the guide on the side; more of an analyst on the 

side.   

1. Instructor focuses on using dialogue; the perspective of the learner is taken 

into account; and the learner is made responsible for the learning 

experience.   

2. But analytic constructivism does not ignore the expertise of the instructor or 

completely sacrifice it as in the case of the Harkness Discussion Method.  It 

conceives of the instructor as being much more than merely a guide on the 

side; it conceives of the professor as being a specialist in a discipline and 

being a specialist in the psychology of teaching that can help students 

uncover the unconscious limitations in their ability to learn and tap into 

learning potentials in ways that can have profound and pervasive impacts 

on their lives.     

f. Efficient Instruction 

i. When you go to see a dentist, you see the receptionist first.   Then you see the 

hygienist or a dental assistant who cleans your teeth or prepares you for some 

procedure.  You do not see the dentist until the preparations have been made so 

that the dentist can use his or her valuable time and skill as efficiently as possible to 

address the needs of the patient, like capping a cavity.   

ii. By using contact hours to deliver lectures, many professors are spending so much of 

their time cleaning their students’ teeth, they end up ignoring their cavities.  

Consequently many of the weaknesses of students are not addressed.  Efficiently 

addressing these weaknesses is the focus of educational analysis. 

1. Digital technology can clean the teeth; trained professors can focus on the 

cavities.      

http://www.apa.org/monitor/2012/03/revising.aspx

